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  With a 680 credit score, we can get you the funds you need for any reason.

 No business credit required. No business plan. No real estate or collateral.

 Most credit lines of credit offer a 0% APR for the first 12 months.

 No Investment or Affiliate Sign-Up fees!

 Simple & Easy Loan Application For Clients!

 Never Any Upfront Fees For Any of Our Financial Service!

 Commissions Paid Immediately After Each Funding!

 We Provide Nationwide Personal Funding Services!

 High Demand For Services!

 Professional Organization!

 Free No Obligation Pre-Qualifications Completed within 24-48 Hours!

 Contact us for a free quote: ? Website: TheFundingCompany[dot]com
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  This is pretty much the best idea ever. Chasing phantom craigslist boxes all over town is crazy when you can hire a friendly and punctual guy like Warren to deliver
inexpensive but high-quality stuff to your front door. Moving is always stressful, but I got myself into a ridiculous situation in which I had to to put the usual experience in
fast-forward. To make a long story short, I lost my current apartment one Saturday, yet with amazing luck managed to move into a new one the following Sunday. Eight
days of mad apartment searching, lease signing, Comcast wrangling, moving day planning, cat boarding (they were the reason I had to leave), and so on left me more
than a little overwhelmed. Not having to scare up packing-related stuff was incredibly helpful for my sanity, and my experience with this company was superb. I emailed
Warren around 2 AM one night (morning?), and he was at my front door with everything I ordered less than 12 hours later. Everything was tip-top, he was really nice, and
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the materials really were cheaper than they would be anywhere else (unless you want to play the phantom craigslist box game, or get beat up weird-sized ones from a
convenience store). His dog, Tony, was adorable, though he was totally unwilling to enter my apartment. Maybe the landlord set up an anti-pet force field after finding out
about the cats? Who knows. Thank you, Warren, for smoothing out one unpleasant wrinkle in my surprise high-speed reloWarren is friendly, fast, efficient, professional,
and saved me from a tremendous amount of stress & hassle during my packing and move. He not only delivered my packing supplies to me within an hour of calling him
(on a busy Saturday no less!), but he had really good advice & suggestions for the types of boxes/supplies & movers that would best suit my move. The supplies he
delivered were in great condition and reasonably priced. Warren definitely goes out of his way to anticipate & accommodate his customers' needs and provide good
service. Thanks Warren!Great service. Quick, easy and super reasonably priced. In my last three moves I have tried gathering free boxes (e.g., from local stores, etc.),
buying new boxes and buying boxes from Bay Area Box Express; Bay Area Box Express was by far the best decision. Moving is always comes with a lot of stress and
expense, and Bay Area Box Express alleviates both. I will definitely use them again!I'd give Warren 5 stars for his parking job alone. Somehow he managed to wedge his
massive van into a tiny driveway space so that my boxes didn't have to travel too far in the rain. Then he gave me my order and threw in some extra boxes. It was all well
worth the delivery fee. Scheduling was pretty easy; you just call and tell him what you need and he tells you when he can get it to you. And his prices are great too.We
needed many boxes for moving homes, and I was referred to B.A.B.E. by my moving company. Much less expensive than buying from stores. The boxes were solid.
Several were double strength. Warren's little dog kept my kids entertained (he is shy, but will retrieve the toy ball that Warren throws). Driving up to San Rafael that day
was the best decision in a whileBay Area Box Express, Warren and LT (Little Tony), are great. I highly recommend getting all of your box and packing needs through
them. It will save you tons of time and money. We were running out of packing supplies that I had scraped together through Craigslist when I first found Bay Area Box
Express. Warren met me at my place with a boat-load of boxes for less than $2 each (average). He also threw in some pens and we bought a few extra rolls of tape. I
was very impressed as the boxes were in great condition and I didn't have to run all over town to find them. Thanks! And I definitely recommend using them.Warren, the
owner, was very helpful and prompt in delivering my boxes. It was less than 24 hours! The boxes are high quality boxes, many are recycled corporate packing boxes, but
in spotless/excellent shape. I hands down prefer these boxes over the U-haul lighter boxes that I'd get elsewhere. Warren also has spot-on recommendations for what I
needed for my move. I whole heartedly recommend this local, small business.Thank you Warren! Warren provided everything we needed and more. Such a huge help at
great prices. I will definitely call Warren againThis guy is awesome. I did some research online and he was the only one who actually listed the price of the boxes. Why is
that? Why should that be a secret? His website also offers "packages" with recommendations of how many/assortment of boxes you will need for your move depending
on the size of your place. He had all the extras (packing tape, plastic wrap, etc.). He dropped it off close to my place, loaded up my entire car, and was friendly AND the
cheapest of any option available. Great asset to moving. Call this guy.Warren and Tony provided great service, fantastic price and a friendly professional demeanour. Will
use them again and definitely recommend them! Tony was even kind enough to take the treat I gave him, and although he had no intention of eating it, politely set it aside
and wagged his tail. Thank you for the delivery!I gave Box Express a call and ordered up his "2 Bedroom" package plus a few extras. To my surprise, he offered to deliver
that same day. His prices are on par with any other box service (and much cheaper then U-Haul). The boxes were all heavy-duty and in great shape, even though they
had been used once before (some industrial use; not for moving). The fact that these boxes are surplus/secondary is good too, as I feel bad enough using all these boxes
to move. The only wrinkle in the day was, after calling to say he'd be at my house in 5 minutes, a good 30 minutes went by with no sign. Upon calling, I discovered he was
having some mechanical difficulties. A call to let me know he had been delayed would have been preferred. I'd definitely buy boxes from Warren again.Warren is
awesome! The insanely low prices vs. Uhaul / Storage Companies / Etc speak for themselves. This guy is the best deal in town. AAAAAAnnnnd he delivers. He was quick
to return my phone call and scheduled a meetup time that worked with my schedule. Warren also threw in a couple extra boxes he dubbed "kinda busted" but they were
fine IMO. Warren also helped me load my pushcart so I could get the boxes + supplies back into my building, which he didn't have to do, but shows he's a nice guy. Great
Service + Amazing Prices + Extras... Don't be a fool, this is the best deal in town. Thanks Bay Area Box Express!Awesome. This is moving made easier. No need to go to
trashy u-haul stores, wait in long lines, lug your own boxes home and pay a premium. Better even many boxes are lightly used by retailer adding to the green feeling. The
owner is very on top of it/ responsive/ prompt and organized. An excellent experience top to bottom, don't think of getting your boxes any other way and remember to
reuse them.Prices are reasonable, service is very fast, and they have everything you need to pack up your place for a move. If moving supplies are what you need, it
doesn't get better than Warren.GREAT IDEA! GREAT SERVICE! Last night, needing boxes aplenty to move I called BABE...lo and behold I received a phone call less
than 10 minutes later. Warrren was able to deliver my boxes this morning and was sooooo helpful. If it wasn't for his help hauling the boxes up our long and steep
staircase I'd still be sitting on the curb, staring into space and waiting for a miracle....Forget trying to piecemeal moving supplies, it's a complete pain and usually a huge
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waste of energy. This is a great deal and EVERYTHING was easy. The website is clear and concise making it easy to figure out what you need. Thanks again Warren (&
thanks for tape...I'm sure we'll need it).Great service provided by a reliable, friendly guy (and dog) at a good price. What more can you ask for? And the delivery service is
genius. $15 to have everything brought to your door is $$$ well spent...Instead of wasting an hour or two dealing with going to a store, buying the stuff, trying to find a way
to fit it all into your car, and then unloading all it again at your place.Just used Bay Area Box Express. Have to say, very easy, very convenient and best deal on boxes in
the Bay Area that I could find searching online for hours. The boxes were all in great shape and well built. Couldn't have been easier and cheaper to get so many boxes.
Also, I'm not sure they'd like you to know this, but they filled and delivered my order in two days. Probably could have done it in less. Thanks Warren, Very happy with the
boxes and pleasant service.Great services. I was looking for boxes online and found this place by accident. I got the Studio box package: 50 boxes of various sizes for
$70. Great price! They delivered the boxes to us and even gave us free boxes. And the doggy is such a cute helper.By far the best experience I've had getting boxes for a
move. In the past I'd scrounged around Craigslist and Freecycle, running all over the city and also shelled out huge dollars at Uhaul, etc. Warren has really got this
business down to a science with great recommendations on what types of boxes you need and good bundles to save even more money. I met him in Marin, but he'll also
deliver for a small fee. Getting all the boxes and packing supplies I needed for a great price in one place was the best part of the moving experience so far. And Warren
was genuinely nice and considerate from first contact all the way through. No need to look elsewhere if you need boxes, this is the place to get them. I was nervous about
buying used boxes, but the quality was pretty good. Warren is very friendly and helpful. And you can't beat the prices!I was not expecting to get all my moving supplies
delivered to my front door less than 24 hours after I called! Crazy. As in crazy awesome. Super friendly guys, adorable dog, quick and dependable service. Warren carries
everything you'll need in his van and his prices are much cheaper than any other service. Five stars all the way.This so convenient I can't recommend this enough. The
owner is really nice and has a cute dog. The boxes I got were in perfect condition. No more dumpster diving!! ewwww. Now... for the moving van... I'm terrified. Apparently
the UHAUL location where we reserved our truck has the worst reviews/lowest rating on Yelp.Moving twice in six months is nowhere near my idea of fun, and anything
that makes the process less tortuous is A-OK by me. Both times I ordered from Bay Area Box Express the boxes delivered were in great shape and most of them looked
brand new, delivery times were flexible and when some boxes were slightly blemished - and this is only very, very slightly and purely cosmetic - Warren threw in some
extra for free. The prices are already low, so that was an extra sort of kindness that warmed my little walnut heart. Warren made moving twice in six months - which
makes for terrible, no good, very bad days - all a little easier. Bonus: Tony is a sweet pooch who didn't even scare my cat!I ordered a bunch of boxes from Bay Area Box
Express recently and I couldn't be happier with the service and products I received. The prices are low and Warren, the owner, is a super cool dude ... an old soul really.
He was very easy to work with and gave me a bunch of helpful moving pointers. I will be using Bay Area Box Express again in the future and I would recommend them to
anyone.There are many, many benefits to not owning a vehicle in the city. There are also a few minor inconveniences - like figuring out how I'm going to acquire all the
packing materials I need to move. Luckily, one of the joys of city life is that if you have a need, any need, someone has started a business to relieve it... Bay Area Box
Express saved me time, money and effort with a painless transaction on a sunny Saturday that left me with all the packing materials I need. And I must stress - one of the
best parts was how much money I saved. The basic boxes were a great price, but the dishpacks - I cannot believe how inexpensive the dishpacks were! Everything else,
from packing tape to newsprint, fell under the heading of 'won't break the bank'. The website says to call in your order, but I wanted a non-standard package so I emailed
it in and was called back the next day. Delivery took a bit of negotiation since most deliveries take place midday during the week, but there's a weekend option. And
making changes to the standard 1-bedroom box order was painless. One item of note - there's a silent partner in all this. Tony the small white dog accompanies delivery
on every order so if you have pets yourself, be prepared. He is however as polite as his owner.Warren delivered my boxes right on time. I spaced out while feeding my
son and forgot to keep my phone near me for our arranged drop-off time. Warren came back a full hour later to drop off the boxes despite my flakiness. He was nothing
but kind and patient upon arrival. He also lugged all the boxes up 4 flights of stairs with his trusty dog companion trailing behind him. I highly recommend Warren for all
your boxing needs.We're a non-profit and need to save every penny - especially for things like boxes where UHaul charges an arm and a leg for. Skimming through the
reviews on Yelp (I found them through google so this is the first time I'm reading through these) I cannot agree more with everyone else. Warren is responsive, generous,
and super nice. His dog is awesome. He gave us extras here and there and we're very grateful. I am dreading the office move in a month, but working with Bay Area Box
Express makes it seem a tiny bit less of a chore. Thanks Warren!Honestly - an amazing purchasing experience. Warren was fast, friendly, dependable... Really glad we
found him during the far from pleasant experience of moving. DEFINITELY CALL HIM - you won't regret it.Warren and his awesome dog Tony have a perfect record on
Yelp and they really earned it today. It's Memorial Day weekend and I need boxes for a move. I called Warren in the morning and he had boxes to me by 1PM. Even my
pizza deliver guy isn't as efficient and timely as BABE. The boxes are sturdy and Warren even threw in a bunch of extras for free. He hauled the boxes up the 4 flights of
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stairs to my apartment (I noticed he is in much better shape than me) and gave me a lot of good tips for making my move easier. There is absolutely no reason to not use
Warren and Bay Area Box Express - just erase U-Haul and other places from your memory.Have ordered boxes from Warren twice now. Both times he delivered them
same day before I could even blink. Prices are reasonable, customer service is stellar and the boxes are very high quality. Thanks again, Warren!What a great
experience! Professional, courteous and the dog was adorable! Treated me very well, helped me get the boxes into my home, provided me some tips and overall great
quality. The best part was: Same day delivery and he even got a speeding ticket making sure he got to me at the promised time! YOU GO GUY! I will definitely use them
again should the need arise... Mistake to go ANYWHERE else.My wonderful experience with Bay Area Box Express reminds me of that one Sex & the City episode:
Carrie & Samantha are cleaning up after Samantha's guests in the kitchen. Carrie comments on the deliciousness of Sam's quiches and how impressed she is with Sam's
ability to cook for the dinner party amidst her busy life of, well, lets just be frank, being a powerful and fabulous woman. And Sam laughs and goes, "Oh hunny. I had it
delivered." Carrie replies "WHAT?" Sam remarks, "Honey. This is New York. You can have anything delivered. I had condoms delivered last night." Well, apparently, in
San Francisco, you can have BOXES delivered. Who knew? I am most certainly impressed. My roommate called Warren last Thursday to order the 1-2 bedroom set of
boxes. He delivered them to our apt. a few hours later. Ridiculously easy. So many boxes! It is definitely the best deal for boxes around.Good service; quick response;
very kind; and had everything I needed at a reasonable price. A couple notes: - there is a minimal order amount ($70), but I easily needed more than $70 - move
packages are available (eg. small bedroom kit), this worked perfectly for my small 1 bedroom - boxes are either new or lightly used (but still in fine shape) - delivery
charge of $15 (this can be avoided if you have a car and meet Warren on his route, but this is where I take one star away) Overall, I highly recommend Warren and Tony
(his dog).Oh the joys of having to move in SF right when rent prices are at "punch me in the face" levels...I'm pretty sure the rent for my new studio apartment costs more
than the mortgage my parents pay on their house. At least I didn't have to drive around collecting moving boxes though! Warren came and delivered a studio/1bedroom
bundle of boxes to my apartment and even helped bring them inside the building--up a flight of stairs! He threw in a few tiny boxes for small items like remote controls. I
think the cost is very reasonable and I was able to get other items such as tape and a mattress bag from him too. Super nice guy and his dog, Tony, is adorable too. I'd
definitely contact him if you need moving boxes!Great prices, great boxes, great service, local company - plus delivery! No reason to go anywhere else.I'll add to the
chorus of five star users by saying that I had a wonderful experience with Warren and his company. I never had the chance to personally meet him and his cool canine
assistant, because we arranged everything over phone and email. He called me back promptly on a Sunday and delivered everything to my place on Wednesday, when
he was in the city. He let me leave a check for him (not preferred) since I couldn't be there at time of delivery. Many of the boxes were brand new and the ones that were
not were in great shape. Thanks, Warren!Warren was such a nice guy. He was a little late but called to make sure we knew where he was and how soon he'd be there.
He brought everything and even threw in some extras. Genuine guy, so courteous, quick, and just plain nice. His sidekick Tony was also awesome.Everything you read
here is true! Warren will deliver as many boxes and packing supplies as you need, and it will cost less than buying them somewhere else where you have to pick them up!
He's also a really nice guy, and the boxes he delivered were first rate. Highly recommended.Warren is the man! Moving is a big hassle, even under the best of
circumstances, and Warren & Tony, the Wonder Dog, make things easier. We are under the gun to be done by this Saturday...with 3 kids under foot, a husband at work
all day (he's always helped, even behind the scenes)...and uh...other situations to consider (a brother- in- law who showed up this week & needs baby sitting himself)...I
cannot begin to express my deep appreciation for the quality, speedy delivery, & overall friendliness Warren provides. No question about it, if you're moving, call Bay Area
Box Express & Warren will hook you up. Good luck with your move....Warren was great! He immediately arranged to meet us, and we received high-quality, sturdy boxes.
And at such a good deal! He's an all-around friendly, helpful guy so the transaction was seamless.Moving? Need Boxes? Call Warren and he and his little dog Tony will
promptly be at your place with reasonably priced, clean boxes.. I can't even tell that they're "precycled" since they look pretty much new to me. Actually -- the medium
boxes he gave me today look a TON more sturdy than the normal boxes that you get at uhaul, and cheaper too.. And, I felt like I was being eco-friendly in saving these
perfectly good boxes from the recycler.. Anyway, I called him this morning, and basically, by the afternoon, I had my boxes, all ready to go. I'm not surprised that he has
all 5 star reviews -- provide a fast, friendly, reasonably priced service and that's definitely worth 5 stars in my book. I think it's telling that the first review I've written in a
long while is about the guy who sold me my moving boxes. Warren made it super easy and inexpensive to begin the moving process, which is stressful enough as it is.
He is a really friendly guy and very helpful in figuring out what you need to move and how to get it to you. My one recommendation is to get mostly if not all small and
medium boxes. The large boxes are way to enormous and get too heavy, unless you are packing something like a down comforter, and how many of those do people
really have? Even the small box size is a little too big for packing solid with books, so it may be worth getting some of the "mini-boxes" he sells (which I didn't but would
get next time). Bottom line: Warren is great and makes it really easy to get what you need to move quickly and cheaply. Big thumbs up!Warren brought us a bunch of new
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boxes and packing material yesterday, and he was great! We got everything we needed, and we got it at a better price than any of the local hardware shops would've
charged for boxes. I just wish I had thought to give him a tip for bringing the boxes to our house!He was late but cheerful and gave me a deal for it. Good supplies and it
was helpful to have them delivered. Somehow I missed the $15 delivery charge at first, but the prices seemed to make up for it.So....I'm skeptical about on-line
adds...after I found Bay Area Box Express on Craigs List...I went to yelp to get the low down. A lot of really good reviews so I called and got Warren first couple of rings.
This guys communicates really well, and his customer service- AWESOME! He had what I needed AND.. made a point to get my boxes to me the same day even though
he had no deliveries in my direction. I had to meet him, but his commitment to excellent customer service was like no other. Fast, easy and the quality of the boxes far
better than what you would get at our local Uhaul and the cost was about 60% less!. If your moving and in the Bay Area or surrounding counties...you just cant beat
Warren's deal. Thanks Warren!!!!Warren was great. The boxes were top quality. I met him at his lock up. He's very organized, very fast and very friendly. Stressful times
made easy. He also took time to give me advise on a back injury and having throughly researched it he was absolutely correct (he was a PT or a DC in a former life!) -
what a nice man with a great business.Soooooooooooooo I had to ask myself how could anyone get this many 5 star reviews without one complaint. I didn't even think to
check Yelp before I called Bay Area Box Express. I actually found his ad on Craigs List and then from there I took a look at his website. It wasn't until after I called and
ordered that I even noticed he had all these reviews on Yelp. What great service. Very friendly... very helpful. Funny thing is, after I emailed him to confirm our
conversation and price I was sooooo surprised to realize that he was/is the same Warren I worked with about 7 years ago at a different company. Now the puzzle comes
together. It is easy to see why Warren and any company he would run would always get 5 Stars because Warren is such a stand up guy!!!! Ugh... now the hard part..
packing and moving.... Thanks to Yelp, I found Warren & Tony, supplier of quality moving boxes & materials that won't require maxing out your daily ATM limit. I'd
planned to call today & pick them up sometime tomorrow, but he was on this side of the bay today so we met halfway and he filled my car with boxes, bubble wrap, clean
newsprint, tape & a new tape dispenser. No running around town picking up used, torn, or worn boxes and I got everything I should need in about 15 minutes for a
fraction of what I've paid before using online/mail order sources or U-Haul - and a day earlier than I'd expected. The best part is Tony, Warren's partner. He's wonderful to
work with. Moving is a stressful endeavor even under the best circumstances, but Tony provides a soothing, relaxing experience, quietly supervising Warren and sitting
nearby where you can skritch him on the head. Warren threw in some extras for free and gave me a nice deal on a set of boxes that should move a three-bedroom house
and then some. Now I just have to fill them up. It'd be nice to have Tony here for that part as well.I can't tell you what a godsend it was to find Bay Area Box Express. I
found out a few days ago that I would be moving to the East Coast and needed boxes quickly (so I didnt have enough time to order them online) but didnt want to pay the
prices from UHaul or one of those outfits. I called Warren and he met me about an hour after we initially made contact. The boxes were new and clean and appeared to
be a better quality than what I had bought from UHaul in the past. Warren had all what I needed and even threw in some additional boxes, tape and bubble wrap since I
drove out to meet him. We need more businesses like this where you get quality for a great price out here in the Bay Area.After spending a week unsuccessfully chasing
leads down on free moving boxes, I decided that everyone else who was moving at the same time I was must not have a day job, and kept beating me to them! They
deliver to your door, are super friendly, have a really cute dog "assistant" (always a plus in my book) and offer convenient packages based on the size of your move. He
did the thinking and the carrying for me, thanks Boxman!
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